Numerical experiments, which take into account a resonant coupling due to rotation, provide synthetic power spectra for triplets of the t = 1 modes split by rotation for two variable white dwarfs, GD 358 and G 29-38 and a /? Cephei star DD Lac. The coupling coefficients are unknown and are set arbitrarily. Nevertheless, the results show that conditions are easily met in white dwarfs for the existence of various types of temporal behavior similar to those observed. Triplets with constant amplitudes and nonlinearly forced equal splits can exist next to triplets with time dependent amplitudes and frequencies. It is found that mode trapping, through its effect on growth rates, can influence finite amplitude behavior. For the fast rotating star DD Lac, it is more difficult to obtain nonlinear equal splits, which may indicate that its resonant coupling coefficients are less nonadiabatic than in the case of white dwarfs.
INTRODUCTION
Power spectra of the observed light or radial velocity curves must be interpreted, strictly speaking, in the framework of a nonlinear theory. Oscillation characteristics such as amplitudes, frequencies, harmonics and cross frequencies all are nonlinear quantities although not to the same extent. Nonlinearities are essential in generating finite amplitudes but affect only weakly oscillation frequencies in general. Seismological studies usually neglect nonlinear effects and use linear frequencies with success, as in the case of variable white dwarfs. This is also true for ¡3 Cephei and 8 Scuti stars although for these staxs seismological studies are less advanced. Power spectra of these different types of stars, however, are not fully understood: they show unexpected features and puzzling changes with time which are difficult to explain in a linear framework. Can some of them be caused by nonlinear mechanisms such as the resonant mode couplings?
Numerical experiments which take into account a resonant coupling between the rotationally split components of the i = 1 modes, yield synthetic power spectra of the I = 1 modes for a few specific stars. The results of these numerical experiments are presented here. Because of arbitrary input parameters, they cannot be compared directly with observations and no effort is made in that sense. On the other hand, they illustrate what sort of observational characteristics can result, quite generally, from the resonant coupling and emphasize their similarities with various types of the observed behavior.
Section 2 defines which resonant coupling is considered here. Section 3 is devoted to the DBV white dwarf GD 358 and Section 4 to a particular set of modes of a ZZ Ceti star G 29-38. Section 5 turns to another type of star, a ¡3 Cephei star DD Lac. Finally, some conclusions are given in Section 6.
NONLINEAR RESONANT COUPLING
Only one theoretical tool exists at the present time to investigate mode couplings for nonradial oscillators, i.e. the amplitude equation formalism (also known as normal form theory). For a given set of coupled modes (defined here as the modes which subsist in the finite amplitude oscillations), the time derivatives of their respective amplitudes form a set of relatively simple coupled equations, i.e. amplitude equations (AEs). This set of equations can easily be solved once the input parameters entering these equations are known. In the stellar context, AEs for different types of coupling have been extensively studied since the 1980's (Dziembowski 1982 , Moskalik 1985 , Buchler & Goupil 1984 , van Hoolst 1994 , Goupil & Buchler 1994 . Attention has been particularly focused on resonant couplings, i.e. on the resonant modes which have their linear frequencies obeying some linear relations. It comes out from these studies that the pheno- menon of resonant coupling is likely to exist in oscillations of various types of stars, and is very efficient in generating the time dependent amplitudes and frequencies and in producing the peculiar features in power spectra. For reviews, see Buchler (1993) and Dziembowski (1993) .
It must be stressed that angular momentum constraints impose selection rules and therefore resonant couplings exist only between specific nonradial modes. The consequences of resonant couplings and possible observational evidences in several stars are discussed by Buchler, Goupil & Hansen (1997, hereafter BGH) .
Resonant coupling due to rotation
The discussion will be limited here to one type of resonance for which linear frequencies are related by V1 + V2 ~ 2uq and, even more restrictively, to one special case of this resonance, a triplet of the t = 1 modes split by rotation, although most of what will be said applies to more general cases. AEs associated with this resonance have been investigated by Buchler, Goupil & Serre (1995, hereafter BGS) and BGH, and the next sections illustrate their general results. We consider a triplet of modes of degree I = 1 and radial order k, split by rotation (the azimuthal index m = -1,0,+1) with linear frequencies uo, v+, linear growth rates k-,ko, K+ and amplitudes A-, Aq, A+. Linear pulsation theory states that to the first order in the rotation rate fi, this triplet is equally spaced, i.e. Av+ = Avwhere Ai/+ = -uq and Az/_ = vq -v-. The second order effects of rotation generate a departure from an equal split, 8v = v+ + v--2vq, which represents a departure from the exact resonance v-+ v+ = 2vo. It is important to note that it is the departure from the exact resonance, 6v, which matters for the resonant coupling discussed here -whether it is due to rotation or to another cause -and not the splits Au± themselves. The nonlinear pulsation theory tells us that due to their resonance, the m components of an I multiplet are coupled. The AEs associated with this resonance show that one must distinguish three regimes (BGH):
• Frequency lock. When linear frequencies are close to the exact resonance, the resonant coupling is efficient and, if the amplitudes A+, Aq, A-are constant, it forces the frequencies to be equally spaced even if linearly they are not. The locked triplet has constant amplitudes and equally spaced frequencies and, in most cases, is characterized by the asymmetric amplitudes, A+/A-^ 1. Fig. 1 shows schematically how the structure of a triplet of the modes split by rotation is modified when going from a linear approximation to a nonlinear frequency lock. In order of magnitude, the condition for the frequency lock to exist can be roughly quantified by 1.
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In reality, this condition depends somewhat on the values of the nonlinear coefficients. In Section 3, the frequency locks are observed with D up to 20.
• Intermediate regime
The oscillations undergo amplitude and frequency modulations. The modulation timescale is
0 V Ko D
i.e. roughly a few times the inverse of the growth rate.
• Nonresonant regime (D > 1). Very far away from resonance, resonant coupling becomes inefficient and the modes recover their nonresonant nature with frequencies usually close to the linear ones used in seismology.
The transition between the three regimes, when D is varied, is well observed in numerical experiments and is illustrated in BGH. The question is whether each of these three regimes can be encountered in oscillations of real stars. As it will be seen in the next sections, D can vary enough from one multiplet to another, and the three regimes can coexist in the same power spectrum. Before turning to specific power spectra, a general description of these numerical experiments is given here.
Synthetic power spectrum,
As in BGS and BGH, it is assumed that triplets of modes of a given radial order k are isolated, i.e. they do not couple with other multiplets with different £ and/or k. It is then possible to consider separately each triplet when computing amplitudes and frequencies of their m-components.
Amplitudes A-, Ao, A+
The amplitudes of a given triplet of modes are obtained as solutions of the resonant AEs which can be found in BGS. The input parameters are scaled with the growth rate of the central peak «o-One must then specify (in unit of Ko):
• 3 linear parameters: the growth rates of the side components and the departure from the exact resonance Su. At this stage, the individual values for the linear frequencies vm,m -+,0,-are not needed, • 24 nonlinear parameters: 12 coupling coefficients q = q R +iq I .
The coefficients q are integrals of expressions involving equilibrium quantities and their derivatives and products of four eigenfunctions or their derivatives.. The coefficients q 1 subsist in adiabatic oscillations; their main role is to correct the linear frequencies. The coefficients q R take into account nonadiabatic effects and essentially determine the amplitudes. The ratio r -q R /q I , roughly speaking, measures nonlinear nonadiabaticities; its linear analogue is k/2ttu.
Integration of the AEs then yields constant or time-dependent amplitudes A-, ^4+ (scaled with k0) depending on the regime imposed by the above parameters. For a given set of parameters, several stable frequency locked triplets often exist. Selecting one of them can be dictated by the observational constraint A+jA-.
The selection in the numerical experiments below was oriented so as to display different types of amplitude asymmetries.
Frequencies v-,Uo,v+
Integration of the AEs also provides the instantaneous nonlinear corrections to the frequencies. They depend on the amplitudes, on Su and on a subset of the coupling coefficients set, {5}. The nonlinear frequencies (m = -1,0, +1) are the linear frequencies um corrected for nonlinear effects, i.e.
Only at this stage, we do need individual values of the linear frequencies um. When the amplitudes Aj are time-dependent, the frequencies vary with time according to Eq. (3). We need also K0 for removing KQ scaling, and, finally, the power spectrum consists in the set of (A 2 m, for triplets of the successive radial order k.
A DBV WHITE DWARF GD 358
The case of GD 358 is a good example for our illustrative purpose. Fig. 2 shows a power spectrum plotted from the observational data (power in //mp versus frequencies) taken from Table 2 of Winget et al. (1994) . The identified t = 1 modes with the radial order k = 8 to k = 17 are displayed. Features of interest here are large amplitude differences between consecutive triplets, large amplitude differences between the components within the same triplet and their asymmetries. The amplitudes of some of these modes are also known to vary with time (Winget et al. 1994 ). Fig. 3 shows the t = 1 modes in a plot A 2 (nmp) versus frequencies computed with AEs as discussed in Section 2. We comment first on some general features of this power spectrum and postpone a detailed description of how this spectrum is built to the next section. The squared amplitude Al of the central peak of the mode k = 15 is scaled so as to match the corresponding observed one (which is the largest amplitude peak in GD 358's observations, see magnitude for the coupling coefficients of this mode (i.e. roughly Al ~ Ko/q R ). Prom thereon, the amplitudes of its side components and of the other triplets are computed and not imposed to fit the observations.
S.l. A synthetic I = 1 power spectrum
In Fig. 3 , large amplitude differences exist between neighboring triplets similar to what is often observed. These amplitude differences reflect the behavior of linear growth rates which vary by several orders of magnitude from the triplet k -17 to k = 8 (see Sect. 3.2) . For this reason, the modes k = 7 to k = 1 cannot be visible in this scale: their amplitudes are too small, because their growth rates are so small. This growth rate effect results from the following assumption. The unknown coupling coefficients are inte-gral expressions involving roughly the eigenfunction of the mode to the 4th power. This implies that contributions to g's are very concentrated toward the outer layers where all the observed modes presumably behave similarly. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that all coefficients q R , though slightly different, have the same order of magnitude. The amplitudes of the triplets in Fig. 3 have been computed with this assumption: all coefficients q R have the same order of magnitude given by that derived for the mode k = 15. As a consequence, the ratios of the squared AEs amplitudes A\/A\, for modes with the radial order k and k' roughly scale as the ratios of their growth rates (Assuming the same q R value, AEs yield a strict equality between both ratios for two uncoupled modes whose amplitudes are limited by a pure saturation mechanism, i.e. for each mode k, A?k = Kk/q r ).
The differences in amplitude within triplets depend, of course, on the precise values of the nonlinear coefficients. From one triplet to another, they are chosen slightly different and this generates various types of amplitude asymmetries A+ /A-. This is best emphasized in Fig. 4 which shows the triplets k = 9 to k = 18 of Fig. 3 ordered with decreasing k. For each triplet, the amplitudes have been scaled by the largest one. The largest amplitude falls to either one of the m components despite the fact that all triplets here have k+/k_ > 1 (see Section 3.2). The k = 13 mode forms a pure doublet, and its central peak is not present (locked triplets were found unstable). The k = 12 triplet is a locked triplet but appears as a doublet because the amplitude of its m = 1 mode is very small. Note that similar cases should also exist for the t = 2 modes.
The modes with radial order k = 18,15,12 in Figs. 3 and 4 are frequency locked triplets whereas those with k = 17,16,14,11,10 are time dependent (i.e. in the intermediate regime as defined in Section 2) and shown in Fig. 3 at some phase of modulation. The modes with k < 9 are nonresonant, constant amplitude triplets. As will be seen in the next sections, the fact that neighboring triplets belong to different regimes (frequency locked, time dependent or nonresonant) is rather well correlated with their D values (Eq. (1)).
Computation of power spectrum
We start with the linear oscillation frequencies uo, the growth rates Ko and the Ledoux constant C for a set of g-modes. They result from a linear nonadiabatic (LNA) analysis of a DB white dwarf model 
As already mentioned, the first order splits, Au, play no role in amplitude determinations and frequency lock phenomenon but they axe needed in Eq. (4) for the power spectrum. With the radius dependent rotation rate, i2(r), the splits are computed as where C is the Ledoux constant and i) =< i)(r) > represents some average value which depends also on the mode. Although this was not essential here, the observational splits (Fig. 6 of Winget et al. 1994) were reproduced by assuming a linear decrease of ft and imposing the observed value Q = 13 /xHz for the mode k = 17 (Table  2 , Winget et al. 1994) . For simplicity, rotation is assumed to be responsible for the departures from equal splits, Su. They axe approximated (according to Dziembowski & Goode 1989) With this assumption, 6u is found to vary much less rapidly than «o (Fig. 5, top panel) . 8v decreases monotonically with the radial order k, whereas the noncontinuous growth rate behavior, due to the existence of trapped modes, causes D (Eq. (1)) to differ significantly between the neighboring triplets (Fig. 5, bottom panel) . For simplicity, possible effects of mode trapping on Cl and, therefore, on Sv and D are ignored here.
As outlined in Section 2, computing AEs amplitudes requires knowledge of growth rates of the m / 0 components. Rotation causes these growth rates to differ slightly from the growth rate of v(/j.Hz) Linearly stable modes (k > 18) are not considered as they are not expected to be detected. The ratio D increases rapidly with decreasing k and resonant coupling becomes inefficient. For k < 8, modes can be considered as definitely nonresonant. Again, because of their small growth rates, the amplitudes of these modes should be too small to be visible in Fig. 3 . The amplitudes are therefore computed only for the linearly unstable modes, k = 8 to k = 18. For the triplet k = 15 with the observed largest amplitudes, a set of values for coupling coefficients is arbitrarily assumed. The amplitudes of other triplets are obtained by changing one (at most two) nonlinear coefficients by a small amount.
The calculations confirm that these small changes cause different amplitude asymmetries for different triplets while the regime (frequency locked, time dependent or nonresonant) is essentially determined by the ratio D (Fig. 5) . For D & 9, triplets are locked and for D ^ 25 they are nonresonant, independently of the exact values of the coupling coefficients q. In between (D fa 9 -25), the final solution is more sensitive to detailed values of q and both the frequency locked and the time dependent triplets are found to exist (modes k = 16,13,12). In the present numerical experiment, frequency locked triplets are found to correspond to the trapped modes.
Nonlinear splits
The effects of resonant coupling on splits can be seen in Fig. 6 . The top panel presents the observed splits of GD 358 reproduced from Winget et al. (1994) . The same representation is adopted for the linear splits v+ -vq , vq -V-computed by Eq. (4) (middle panel) and for the nonlinear splits -VQ L , VQ -v_ L computed by Eq. (3). One can easily localize the locked triplets in Fig. 6 (bottom panel) because of their linear nonequidistances destroyed by resonant coupling.
On the other hand, splits of the time dependent triplets remain close to their linear values, although they can change with time. In Fig. 6 , frequencies of the m ^ 0 components of the nonresonant triplets, although uncoupled, happen to be nonlinearly shifted in such a way that their linear nonequidistance is decreased (mode k = 8) and even almost cancelled (mode k = 9). Note that, in the present case, resonant coupling is strong enough to affect the splits but does not shift frequencies enough to modify significantly frequency separations between the m = 0 modes. Fig. 6 is not considered as a comparison with observations but as an example of observationally detectable features generated by the resonant coupling. 
8.4-Periodic amplitude modulation
Modulations of amplitudes and frequencies like those found for the modes A; = 17 and k = 16 in Fig. 3 occur on time scales much longer than the oscillation period. They can induce quite different visual aspects of the power spectrum depending at which phases of the modulation the data axe recorded. Fig. 7 shows a time dependent triplet (similar to the mode k -17 of Fig. 3 ) at three different phases of the modulation. In this example, the amplitudes oscillate with the period (Eq. (2) 
A DAV WHITE DWARF G 29-38
Of particular interest here is a triplet of modes detected in the power spectrum of G 29-38 at about 400 s (2500 //Hz). As shown by Kleinman (1996) , the triplet can be caused by the t = 1 modes, split by rotation and having the following properties:
(1) Amplitudes and frequencies of the triplet vary with time. The side components have the largest amplitudes, the m = 0 mode is never dominant and sometimes is not seen at all.
(2) Amplitudes of the frequency variations are large for the side components m = ±1 and can reach ~ 2 //Hz whereas the central m = 0 peak seems to maintain its position when it is observed.
(3) Side components move symmetrically about the central m = 0 peak. This is equivalent to say that the triplet is nearly equally spaced at all time.
Can a resonant coupling generate such a temporal behavior? If one disregards a possible coexistence of time dependent and locked solutions, the condition for time dependence through resonant coupling imposes that the triplet should be in the intermediate regime as described in Section 2: the ratio D (Eq. (1)) must be large enough so that the triplet is not frequency locked. On the other hand, D must be small enough for the amplitudes of the frequency variations to remain quite large.
Assuming first that nonlinear coefficients are not too different from those chosen for the DB white dwarf GD 358, a search for time variations satisfying simultaneously constraints (2) and (3) by varying slightly the nonlinear coefficients failed. Although the search was not exhaustive, small modifications of the parameters seemed inefficient. On the other hand, with a drastic increase of the nonlinear ratios r = q R /q I (which were multiplied by 4), the same type of time modulations seems easier to obtain.
An example is plotted in Fig. 8 . The amplitudes and frequencies are varying with a the modulation period Pmod ~ 0.91/ko (D = 6.887). The power spectra obtained at three different times (t, t + 0.2/ko,0.6/ko) as if resulting from three "observation runs" are shown in Fig. 8 . From Run 1 to Run 2, the splits have changed by 0.5 //Hz in the same direction, whereas from Run 2 to Run 3 they have moved by ±0.14 //Hz symmetrically about the central peak. The amplitudes of the side components remain the largest ones; the amplitude of the central peak is seen to decrease significantly to a level which could fall below the detection threshold during some pe- riod of time as is seen in Run 3. Observed at these three phases of modulation, the triplet should appear nearly equally spaced in the first two runs while in the third run the central peak perhaps cannot be detected. As a consequence of the laxge increase in nonadiabaticities of the nonlineaxities (ratio r), simulated oscillations here are much more nonlinear than they were in the case of GD 358. These stronger nonlineaxities cause significant shifts of the frequencies. In the top panel of Fig. 8 , frequencies of the resonant AEs triplet (Eq. (3)) can be compared with the input linear frequencies (Eq. (4) In the example of Fig. 8 , the amplitudes of frequency variations reach ~8/co-The observed amplitudes of variations as large as 2 //Hz should imply the growth rate ko ~ 1.57 x 10 -6 s -1 . The ratio D -6.887 then yields a rather short modulation period, P mo d ~ 6.72 d (Eq. (2) ). Run 2 and Run 3 are recorded at ~35 h and ~106 h after Run 1, respectively. In the above example, the imposed value of D and the value of «o, which would be required for a 2 //Hz amplitude of frequency variation, yield the linear departure from equidistance 8u -Dko ~ 1.72 //Hz. This is larger by a factor of ~ 40 than the linear departure from equidistance due to rotation (as evaluated from Eq. (6) with C ~ !/£(£+ 1) = 1/2 and the rotation rate Q = 7.8 //Hz). Qualitatively, the above example shows that the resonant coupling can generate a temporal behavior like that observed in G 29-38. On the other hand, the above example does not reproduce simultaneously slow rotation (small linear departure from equidistance) and a huge amplitude of frequency variations. These characteristics should be searched in another region of the parameter space.
A 0 CEPHEI-TYPE STAR DD LAC
Possible evidence of resonant coupling is provided by the star DD Lac. Its power spectrum reveals five frequencies which have been found stable over decades. If their amplitudes vary with time, the variations are of small amplitude (Pigulski 1994) . Among these frequencies, three frequencies are found equally spaced. The departure from the equidistance falls within the observational error bars, i.e. 3 x 10~3 //Hz for the split Ai/ = 1.799 //Hz.
The observed triplet in a Fourier spectrum is shown in Fig. 9 . The absolute amplitude scale is arbitrary but the observed amplitude ratios are respected. Dziembowski & Jerzykiewicz (1997) have collected all available observational information about DD Lac and have modeled this star and its oscillations. Several stellar models with slightly different stellar parameters can represent the star. In all cases, the authors found that the star rotates so rapidly that the second order effects of rotation are large and the three frequencies, although observed equally spaced, cannot be (linearly) equidistant if they belong to the same I = 1 triplet. The computed linear departures from equidistance are three orders of magnitude larger than the observed one. as seen in the previous sections. On the linear side, some uncertainties might exist in the derived rotation rate or the growth rates, for instance, which could lead to an overestimate of D by one order of magnitude. On the nonlinear side, the critical D for which the frequency lock ceases to exist depends on the nonlinear coefficients. Numerical experiments varying these coefficients seem to indicate that the smaller the ratio r = q R /q I , for instance, the larger the critical value of D. This can be illustrated with the example of a frequency lock obtained with D = 12.5 and with similar nonlinear parameters as in previous sections (no attempt was made to look for a larger D by decreasing r). The resulting equally spaced triplet is plotted in Fig. 9 (bottom panel). If one takes for 8v the value computed for the stellar model considered in Fig. 9 , D = 12.5 yields a growth rate KQ which is 45 times larger that the computed growth rate of the corresponding mode for this model.
The parameters of the stellar model were adjusted so that the linear m = 0 frequency matches the observed one (Dziembowski & Jerzykiewicz 1997) . The resonant coupling significantly shifts the frequencies of locked triplet compared with the linear frequencies. In such cases, stellar parameters ought to be adjusted so that the nonlinear frequencies fit the observations. In Fig. 9 (middle panel), both sets of linear frequencies have been artificially shifted so that the nonlinear m = 0 frequency (bottom panel) coincides with the observed one (top panel). The shift amounts to ~0.3 //Hz i.e. 0.5%. Any seismological study and mode identification at this level of precision should take such a shift into account. In real simulations, the coupling coefficients should be computed, and the amplitude ratio of the side components, A+/A-, must give an observational constraint on nonlinear modeling. Here, nonlinear coefficients are adopted so that the ratio A+jA-matches the observed one. The rotational velocity, which can be derived from the equally spaced (locked) triplet, is by 3% smaller than its real value, i.e. the value assumed in computing the linear splits in Eq. (4).
Finally it must be stressed that the triplet may not be strictly locked but may still appear to be locked. This would be the case if the triplet is in the intermediate regime, in a stage where the variations of amplitudes and frequencies occur around the locked values, with the amplitudes of variations too small to be detected (such a case is illustrated in Fig. 4 of BGH) . Another possibility is that three modes with different degrees i happen to have frequencies close to the resonance V2 ~ 2^3. This may not be unlikely because the detected modes are in a dense region of the frequency spectrum.
In that case, 8u is not due to rotation and may actually be quite small. D could then be small and easily induce the frequency lock. Discrimination between these possibilities may come partly from observational constraints on I and m or must await a computation of the coupling coefficients.
CONCLUSION
The numerical experiments presented here show that resonant coupling between the rotationally split components of nonradial modes is a mechanism able to generate the temporal variations of amplitudes and frequencies which exhibit characteristics similar to those observed. Conditions for an efficient resonant coupling can be rather easily met in real stars, particularly in variable white dwarfs. All three regimes of finite amplitude behavior can coexist in the oscillations of a variable white dwarf, namely, frequency lock (constant amplitudes, equally spaced frequencies), time modulated and nonresonant oscillations. The reason is that the ratio D (Eq. (1)), which roughly controls the finite amplitude regime, varies by several orders of magnitude over the range of unstable modes, essentially because of variations of the growth rates. As found here, D can vary enough from mode to mode for neighboring triplets to cause quite different characteristics of the triplets. The larger growth rates favor the trapped modes as being characterized by constant amplitudes and equally spaced frequencies, whereas on either side the untrapped modes are likely to exhibit the time dependent amplitudes and frequencies. This also applies to i > 1 multiplets. The transition from frequency lock to time dependence depends also somewhat on the nonlinear coupling coefficients. As a consequence, the reality may not be as contrasted between the trapped and untrapped modes as found here.
Turning to ¡3 Cephei or 8 Scuti stars, their fast rotation and weakly nonadiabatic linear pulsations (small growth rates) conspire against the existence of frequency lock. However, numerical experiments suggest that the condition for the frequency lock is rather Dr « 1 with r < 1. Assuming the same order of magnitude for all coupling coefficients q R + iq 1 in the AEs, one finds Dr « 1 with r = q R /q J .
The ratio r is likely to be of the same order of magnitude for a large set of modes of a given star but changes perhaps significantly from one star to another. For stars undergoing nonlin-ear pulsations which are more nonadiabatic, i.e. larger r, the onset of time dependent amplitudes and frequencies occurs at smaller D. This case was encountered in the above illustrations when passing from GD 358 to G 29-38. On the other hand, the existence of the frequency lock is maintained with larger D for stars for which nonlinearities are less nonadiabatic (smaller r). This perhaps applies to ¡3 Cephei or 8 Scuti stars for which the frequency locks would be still expected.
